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Abstract We present a recursive algorithm for finding the minimum norm point in an unbounded, wnvex 
and pointed polyhedron defined by finite sets of points and rays. The algorithm can start at an arbitrary 
point of the polyhedron and does not require to solve systems of linear equations. 

1. Introduction 
The minimum norm point problem in a polytope arises in various fields such as pattern 

recognition [1], the problem of mixing [5J and the portfolio selection [9J. Several algorithms 
have been developed for the problem and some good computational results are reported 
regardless of their exponential time complexity, see [3], [4J and [l1J. In this paper we 
consider a generalization of the minimum norm point problem, i.e., the problem of finding 
the minimum norm point in an unbounded convex polyhedron. This problem also has 
applications in the field similar to those above mentioned. Fathi and Murty [6J have proposed 
a critical index algorithm for finding the point In a simplicial cone which is closest to the 
given point and \Vilhelmsen [10J has developed .m algorithm for a convex polyhedral cone, 
which is similar to Wolfe's algorithm [l1J in structure. Let P and R be a given set of finitely 
many points of n-dimensional Euclidean space £n and a given set of directions of finitely 
many rays of En, respectively. Without loss of generality we can assume 11 r 11 = 1 for every 
r E R, where 11 . 11 means the Euclidean norm. Let us denote the convex hull of P and the 
conical hull of R by C(P) and Cone (R), respectively. We define the sum of two sets of En 
as the sum of vectors of two sets. In this paper we assume that Cone (R) is a pointed cone, 
hence C(P) + Cone(R) is a pointed polyhedron We consider the following problem: 

(1.1 ) mini 11 x I11 x E C(P) + Cone(R) }, 

Note that Problem (1.1) has a unique solution. We denote the optimum solution of Prob
lem (1.1) by Nr(C(P) + Cone(R)). 

Sekitani and Yamamoto [7J developed a recursive algorithm NI for finding the minimum 
norm point in a polytope. The algorithm NI does not require to solve systems of linear 
equations, so that it needs neither a pivoting procedure nor an inversion of a matrix. Our 
proposed algorithm is an extension of the algorithm NI and uses it as a subprocedure. 
Our algorithm is also performed without a pivoting procedure or an inversion of a matrix 
since its main routine has the same structure as the algorithm JVI has. In Section 2 we 
review the basic theorems of the minimum norm point problem and describe the outline 
of the algorithm NI briefly. We provide the key theorem for the proposed algorithm. In 
Section 3 we propose a recursive algorithm Np for Problem (1.1) and show that it provides 
Nr(C(P) + Cone(R)) after a finite number of iterations. In Section 4 we give results of 
computational experiments to reveal the actual behavior of the proposed algorithm /Vp. 
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2. Preliminary 
We give the optimality condition of Problem (1.1) as follows. 

Theorem 2.1. 

(2.1 ) 

(2.2) 

X E C(P) + Cone(R) is Nr(C(P) + Cone(R)) if and only if 

5/p ~ Ilx 112 
xtr ~ 0 

f01' every pEP and 
for every r E R. 

Theorem 2.1 furnishes the optimality condition of minimum norm point problem in a poly
tope in case that R = 0. 

Corollary 2.2. X E C(P) is Nr(C(P)) if and only if 

(2.3) for every pEP 

We describe the outline of the algorithm Nl for the minimum norm point problem in a 
polytope, e.g., min{ IIxl1 2 1 x I:: C(P)}. First we choose arbitrarily a point x from C(P) and 
check if the point x satisfies the optimality condition (2.3). If there exists a point pEP such 
that xtp < IIx11 2

, then we put F = {p E PI xtp = min { xtq I q E P} }, solve the subproblem 
min{ IIxll21 x E C(F) } by applying the procedure Nl with F as the input data recursively 
and let y be Nr(C(P)) obtained as the output of this recursive call. If y is not Nr(C(P)), 
then we calculate ~ = max{.\ I {(1 - ..\)x + ..\ypy ~ {(1 - ..\)x + ..\y}tp for every pEP \ P}. 
We replace x by (1 - ~)x + Xy and repeat this routine. 

Taking the condition (2.2) into consideration we will extend the algorithm NI to the 
algorithm Np for Problem (1.1). For an I RI-dimensional coefficient vector a with component 
aT corresponding to r E R, let us define 

R(a) = {arrlr ER}. 

Since Cone (R(a)) = Cone (R) whenever a > 0, we see the following theorem. 

Theorem 2.3. If Cone (R) is pointed, then 

{Nr(C(R(a))) I a > O} = {z I ztr > 0 for every rE R} n Cone(R). 

Proof: Let a> 0 and b( 0')= N r (C (R (a))). Since Cone (R( a)) is also pointed, it follows 
that 0 t. C (R (a)). Then we see that for every r E R (arr)tb(a) 2: Ilb(a)1I2 > 0 and that 
b(a) E C (R (a)). Since a > 0 and C (R (a)) ~ Cone (R (a)) = Cone (R), it follows that 
for every r E R rtb(a) > 0 and b(a) E Cone (R). Let z E { z I zt r > 0 for every r E 

R } n Cone (R) and ar = IIzl12 / ztr for every r E R. Then we see that for every r E R ar > 0 
and arrtz = IIz112. Furthermore there exists an IRI-dimensional vector f3 such that f3 2: 0 and 
z = L:rER!3r(ar r). This means that 1 = L:rER!3r. Hence it follows that z = Nr(C(R(a))) 

o 

3. Algorithm Np for Finding Nr(C(P) + Cone(R)) 
In this section we consider Problem (1.1) of finding Nr(C(P) + Cone(R)) for a given 

finite point set P and a given finite set R of directions of rays. The algorithm Np first 
chooses arbitrarily an initial point Wo from C(P) + Cone(R). Unless the point Wo satisfies 
the condition (2.2) of Theorem 2.1 with x replaced by Wo, it applies the procedure NI 
to the convex hull C(R) of the given set R of directions of rays to obtain the direction 
Zo = Nr(C(R)). It moves a point ;];0 from Wo in the direction Zo until the point IO satisfies 
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the condition (2.2) with x replaced by Xo. In the };;th iteration with Xk-l as the current point, 
it keeps the condition (2.2) with x replaced by J:k-l and generates a subset Pk of P and a 
subset Rk of R. It calls itself with Pk and Rk as the input data and moves the point Xk--I to 
the point Yk obtained as the output of this recursive call. Now, we give the algorithm for 
finding the minimum norm point of the unbounded polyhedron C(P) + Cone(R). 

Algorithm Np(P, R) 

Step 0 : Choose a point Wo from C(P) + Cone(R). 
If min{ w6r I I' ER} 2': 0, then Xo := Wo and go to Step 1. 
Call NI (C (R)) and Zo := NI' (C (R)). 
Aa := max{ A I {(I - A)Zo + AWo}tr 2': 0 for every I' ER}. 
Xo := ((1 -- Aa) / Aa) Zo + Wo and k := 1. 

Step 1 : Ok := min{ XLIP I pEP}. 
If Ilxk-1112 :::; Ok, then x := Xk-I and stop. 
Pk := { pip E P and 4-IP = Ok }. 

Rk := { I' I I' E R and xLII' = 0 }. 

Step 2 : Call Np(Pk, Rk) and Yk := NI' (C(Pk) + Cone(Rk)). 

Step 3 : i3k := min { YkP I pEP \ Pk }. 
/k := min{ Ykr I I' E R \ Rk }. 

If IIYkll 2 
:::; i3k and 0 :::; /k then x := Yk and stop. 

Step 4 : Ak := 

max {A I {(I - .A)Xk_1 + .AYd :Yk ::; {(I - .A)Xk-1 + .AYkPP 
{(I - .A)Xk_1 + .AYk} r ;::: 0 

Xk := (1 - Ak)Xk-1 + AkYk, k := k + 1 and go to Step 1. 

for every pEP \ Pk } 

for every r E R \ Rk . 

If R = 0, in the algorithm Np(P, R) we define min{ w6r I I' ER} = min{ Ykr I I' E 
R\ Rk } = 00. 

Lemma 3.1. 0< Aa < 1. 

Proof: Clearly Aa is determined by 

(3.1) ;\0 = max{ A I z~r 2': A(z~r - w~r) for every I' ER}. 

It follows from Theorem 2.3 that for every I' I;: R z~r > o. This means that Aa > o. 
Furthermore since there exists a direction f of R such that w6f < 0, we see that Aa :::; 
t -/ ( t - t -) 1 D zor zor - war < . 

The following lemma states that the point Xo satisfies the condition (2.2) with x replaced 
by Xo and stays in C(P) + Cone(R). 

Lemma 3.2. Xo E C(P) + Cone(R) and x~r 2': 0 jor every I' E R. 

Proof: If min { wbr I I' ER} 2': 0, then by the ,:hoice of the initial point Wo and Wo == :fa 

we see that Xo E C(P) + Cone(R) and x~r 2': 0 for every I' E R. Otherwise the point :7:0 

3 
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is determined by Xo = Wo + ((1 - Ao) / Ao) Zo0 From Theorem 2.3 and Lemma 3.1 it follows 
that Xo E C(P) + Cone(R). From (3.1) we see that AoX~' = AoW~' + (1 - Ao)Z~' ~ 0 for 
every I E R. This means by Lemma 3.1 that X~I ~ 0 for every I E R. 0 

Lemma 3.3. o < Ak < 1 and X%, ~ 0 fOI eve,y I E R and for k = 1,2, .... 

Proof: We prove the lemma by induction on the iteration. In the first iteration the lemma 
follows from Lemma 3.1and 3.2. Suppose that 0 < Ak-I < 1 and xLII ~ 0 for every I E R 
as the hypothesis of induction. In the kth iteration we see that 

(1) for every pEP \ Pk X1,_IP - xLIYk > 0, 

(2) for every I E R \ Rk xLI I >0, 

(3) there exists either pEP \ Pk such that YkP < IIYkl1 2 or fER \ Rk such that Ykf < 0 
and 

From (1),(2) and (4) we see Ak > O. Furthermore it follows from (3) and (4) either Ak :::; 
x' (P-Yk) xt r . 

( k-l )'( ) < 1 or Ak < ( k 1 )' < 1. By the chOIce of Ak we see that for every 
Xk_l -Yk P-Yk -- Xk_l -Yk r 

I E R\ Rk {(I - Ak)Xk-I + AkYk P, ~ O. Since Yk = N, (C(Pk) + Cone (Rd), it follows from 
the hypothesis of induction that for every I E Rk {(I - Ak )Xk-l + AkYk P, = (1 - Ak ):rLl ,+ 
AkYk' ~ O. 0 

By Lemma 3.2 and 3.3 we see by induction that each point Xk-I as well as Yk is contained 
in C(P) + Cone(R). 

Lemma 3.4. Xk E C(P) + Cone(R) fOI k = 1,2, .... 

By applying Theorem 2.1 we will see that a point x obtained either in Step 1 or in Step 3 
is N, (C(P) + Cone(R)). 

Lemma 3.5. x = N, (C(P) + Cone(R)). 

Proof: When the algorithm terminates in Step 1, we see that O'k ~ IIxk-lW, which is 
equivalent to Xk-l tp ~ Ilxk.-II12 for every pEP. This means by Lemma 3.3 and 3.4 that 
Xk-I = NI(C(P) + Cone(R)). When it terminates in Step 3, it follows that i3k ~ IIYkl1 2 

and 1'k ~ O. Then we see that for every pEP \ Pk YkP ~ IIYkl1 2 and for every I E R \ Rk 
Ykl ~ O. Since Yk = N,(C(Pk) + Cone(Rk)), it holds that for every pE Pk YkP ~ IIYkl1 2 

and for every I E Rk Ykl ~ O. Hence Yk = N, (C(P) + Cone(R)). 0 

We will see that the sets Pk and Rk generated in Step 2 form a proper face C(Pk)+Cone(Rk) 
of the given polyhedron C(P) + Cone(R). 

Lemma 3.6. 
fOI k = 1,2, .... 
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Proof: Since Ilxk_1112 > CYk = min{xLIP I pEP} and Xk-l E C(P) + Cone(R), there 
exists either pEP which does not lie on the affine hull of Pk or PER which is lin
early independent of Rk. This means that eil;her IPkl < IPI or IRkl < IRI and that 
dim {C(Pk) + Cone (Rk)} < dim {C(P) + CondR)}. Since Pk = {p E PlxLlP = mini 
xL I q I q E P }}, Rk = {r E R I xL I r = O} and 0 < min { xL I r IrE R \ Rk }, it follows 
from Theorem 2.4.12 in [8] that C(Pk) + Cone(Rk) is a face of C(P) + Cone(R). 0 

Lemma 3.7. There exists eithu a point jj E Pk+1 \ PI.- sllch that YkP < IIYI.-I1 2 or Cl 

direction P E Rk+1 \ Rk such that y~P < O. 

Proof: We have either pEP \ Pk or PER \ Rk which attains (4) of Lemma 3.3. If there 
exists pEP \ Pk attaining (4) of Lemma 3.3, we can show p E Pk+1 \ Pk and y~p < IIYkl1 2 

in the same way as the proof of Lemma 2.4 in [7]. Otherwise for PER \ Rk we see 
from Lemma 3.3 that xLIr < (Xk-l - ydr, which implies y~r < O. Furthermore by the 
determination of ;\/r it follows that {(I - Ak):/'k + Akydtp = 0, i.e., xLr = O. This means 

l' E Rk+1' 0 

Lemma 3.8. 

Proof: Since Yk == NI' (C(Pk ) + Cone(Rk)). by the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker condition there 
exist a \Ph' I-dimensional vector /l and an IRk I-dimensional vector v such that /l ~ 0, v ~ 0, 

LpEPk lip = 1, Yk = LpEPk /lpP + LrERk vrr, ilp{YkP - IIYkI1 2} = 0 for every P E Pk and 
vrYkr = 0 for every I" E Rk • Let Zk = LpEPk ItpP. Then we see from the definition of Rk that 

{(I - Ak)a::k-I + Akydt(Yk - .ok) = {(I - Ak)Xk-1 + Akydt L vrr 
rER. 

(I - Ak) L vrxLlr + AI.- L vrYk r 
"ERk rER. 

O. 

This means Yk - .ok E Cone(Rk+d. \iVe can show Zk E C(Pk+tl in the same way as the proof 
of Lemma 2.5 in [IT Hence it follows that Yk E C(Pk+tl + Cone(Rk+tl. 0 

The following lemma is the key to finite convergence of the algorithm. 

Lemma 3.9. 11 Yk+I 11 < 11 YI.- 11 for k = 1,2, .... 

Proof: First suppose that there exists the direction l' of Lemma 3.7. Choose a A such 
that 0 < A < -2Yk1' and let z = !Ik + Ar. Then we see from Lemma 3.7 and 3.8 that 
z E C(Pk +1) + Cont(Rk+l ) and that 

IIzII2 IIYkl1 2 + 2AYk 1' + A2111'l12 

IIYkll 2 + ,\(2YkP + A) 

< IIYk11
2

• 

This means that 11 NI' (C(Pk+tl + Cone(Rk+tl) 11 S; 11 Z 11 < 11 Yk 11, which implies 11 Yk+1 11 < 
11 Yk 11· Next we consider that there exists a point j5 of Lemma 3.7. Then we can show 
11 YHl 11 < 11 Yk 1I ill the same way a,s the proof of Lemma 2.6 in [7]. 0 

Lemma 3.10. When P and R consist of a single point and a single direction of my, 
respectively, the algorithm /-Jp terminates within n finite number of iterations. 

5 
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Lemma 3.11. W'hen R:== 0, Jifp provides the minimum norm point Nr(C(P)) within a 
finite number iterations. 

Proof: When R = 0, Jifp(P, R) is identical to Jifl(P). D 

Theorem 3.12. When P and R consist of finitely many points and finitely many direc
tions of rays, respectively, the algorithm Jifp provides the minimum norm point Nr(C(P) + 
Cone(R)) within a finite number of iterations. 

Proof: We can assume by Lemma 3.10 that Jifp(PI, R') is finite for subsets pI <::: P and 
R' <::: R, whenever either pI or R' has fewer elements than P or R respectively. Then since 
IPkl + IRkl < IPI + IRI when the algorithm calls itself in Step 2, each step of the algorithm 
Jifp(P,R) is finite. Since mini 11;1: 11 I x E C(Pk+l) + Cone(Rk+d } = "Yk+l 11 < 11 Yk 11 = 
mini 1I x 11 I x E C(Pk) + Cone(Rk)}, no {Pk, Rd is generated more than once. Thus 
Jifp(P, R) terminates within a finite number of iterations. D 

When we are given sets P and R of mp points and mr directions, respectively, on a plane, 
the unbounded polyhedron C(P) + Cone(R) has at most mp vertices and at most mp + 2 
facets. This observation yields the following theorem. 

Theorem 3.13. The algorithm Jifp finds Nr( C(P) + Cone(R)) with O( (mp+mr )2) time 
complexity when P <::: E2 and R <::: E2. 

Proof: Each step excluding Step 0 and 2 of Jifp is of O(mp + mr) time complexity. It 
follows from Lemma 3.6 that the polyhedron defined by (Pk , Rk ) of Step 2 is of either zero 
or one dimension. Clearly the problem on a zero dimensional polyhedron, that is a single 
point, is solved with a constant time complexity. Suppose that C(Pk) + Cone( Rk) is of 
I-dimension. Then we see that Jifp does not repeat Step 2 more than once. Since IIrll2 = 1 
for all I' E Rk <::: R we also see IRkl :s: 1. Then Step 0 of JifP(Pk, Rd is done with a constant 
time. It follows from Lemma 3.6 that Step 2 of Jifp(Pk , R k) is done within a constant time. 
Hence the algorithm JifP(Pk , R k) provides Nr(C(Pk ) + Cone(Rk)) within a linear time of 

IPkl + IRkl· 
Each step excluding Step 0 of Jifp(P, R) is of at most O(mp + m r ) time complexity. 

Theorem 2.9 in [7] shows that Step 0 of Jifp(P, R) is executed within O(m;). Since the 
algorithm }/p(P, R) does not generate the same facet or same vertex of C(P) + Cone(R), 
it provides the solution Nr(C(P) + Cone(R)) with O((mp + mr )2) time complexity. D 

4. Computational Experiment 
In this section we demonstrate the efficiency of the algorithm and reveal its behavior by 

some computational experiments. We first randomly choose a point z from the n-cube { :1' E 

En I -ne :s: x :s: ne} and make an n-cube { x E En I -foe + z :s: x :s: foe + :: } translated 
by z. The set P consists of mp points which are randomly chosen from this n-cube. We 
generate a set R of mr points in the following manner. The first n-1 components 1'1,"" rn-l 
of each point are randomly chosen from the interval [-n, n] and the last component rn 
is set 312 - L:i,:l ri. We then normalize the mr points thus generated on the hyperplane 
{x E En I etx = 3n} to the unit length. Note that the cone generated by R is pointed. 

Type 1: We consider n = 10 and the ratio mp/mr = 3/7. We have varied the total 
number mp + mr as 100, 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000, 1500 and 2000 and have solved 10 
problems for each. 
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Type 2: We consider the 2-dimensional problem and the ratio mp/mr = 3/7. We have 
changed the total number mp + mr as lOOO, 5000, 10000, 15000, 20000, 25000, 30000 
and have carried out 10 trials for each. 

Type 3: We have dealt with the minimum norm point problem of the cone for n == 10. 
We have varied the number of directions, mr, 100, 200, 400, 600, SOO, lOOO, L500 and 
2000 and have examined 10 problems for each. 

Since Kise [4] reports that for the minimum norm point problem in a polytope the several 
devices of the algorithm /',[1 is useful to reduce a computational time, for the implementation 
of Np we have made the following similar devices. 

(1) Let us consider the case where Rk = 0. When IPkl ;::: 3, by Lemma 3.11 we call 
the subprocedure N1(Pk) instead of Np(Pk, Rd. When IPkl ~ 2, we did not call NI 
recursively to suppress the over-head time of recursive calls. In fact when IPkl = 1, 
i.e., Pk = {p}, then p = Nr(C(Pk) + Conf(Rk )). For the case when IPkl = 2, e.g., Pk 

consists of pl and p2, let us define 

Then Nr(C(Pk) + Cone(Rk)) is determined in the following way: 

(l.1.a) Nr(C(Pk) + Cone(Rk)) = p2 if A~ ;::: 1, 

(LLb) Nr(C(Pk) + Cone(Rk)) = pI if A* ~ 0 and 

(l.1.c) Nr(C(Pk) + Cone(Rk)) = (1 - A")pl + A"p2 if 0 < A" < 1. 

Furthermore when IPkl = 1 and IRkl = 1, e.g., pI and rl respectively, we did not call 
Np recursively but calculate 

p," = (pI )trl. 

Then Nr(C(Pk) + Cone(Rk)) is determined in the following way: 

(1.2.a) Nr(C(Pk) + Cone(Rk)) = pI if p," ;::: 0 and 

(1.2.b) Nr(C(Pk) + Cone(Rk)) = pI - p,*r! if p," < O. 

(2) Let us split Pk+! into two parts, Pk+! = Pk+1 \ Pk and Pk+l = Pk+l n Pk, and Rk+l into 
two parts, Rk+1 = Rk+l \ Rk and Rk+! = Rk+1 n Rk • Define 

and 

\P . { XLl(P-Yk) I P\P d( )t( ) } 
Ak = mln ( )t() P E k an Xk-l - Yk P - Yk > 0 

Xk-! - Yk P - Yk 

x~ = min {( xL! r )t IrE R \ Rk and (Xk-l - ySr > o} , 
Xk_! - Yk r 

then Ak = min{ AL Ai::} from (4) of Lemma 3.3. Pk+l and Rk+! are determined in the 
following manner: 

7 
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Figure 4.1 Plot of IP,I and IR,I V.s. rn. + ni, for Type 1 Figure 4.2 Plot of IR.I v.s. rn, for Type 3 

(2.b) if A'; < A% and 

(2.c) 

Hence [\+1 or i?'k+l is found a.s the set. of points or the set of directions attaining Ak 

in Step 4. To make PHI we have to evaluate xtp only for points of Pk and to collect 
those points satisrying x~p = :r~lJk' In the similar way as PH1 we collect the directions 
r satisfying J;tr = 0 in Rk to make Rk+l' 

Fig. 4.1 and 4.2 show t.he size of the subproblems solved in Step 2 for the problems of Type 1 
and 3, respectively. 

We say that the proposed algorithm executes at level 0 when the stack of the recursive 
call is empt.y and that it does at level! + 1 when it calls itself recursively at level!. We have 
measured the n1lmber of the transitions from level! to level! + 1 of the algorithm and plotted 
their weighted a.verage v.s. nIp + rnr in Fig. 4.3. Fig. 4.4,4.5 and 4.6 are the logarithmic 
plot of the comp1ltationn.l time t, exclusive of input and the output, of the algorithm for the 
problems of Type 1, 2 and 3, respectively, as a function of 17lp + Hl r . From these figures we 
have the following three ob~ervations about t.he algorithm Np with the devices of (1) and 
(2). 
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(A) We observe from Fig. 4.1 and 4.2 that the maximum size of the subproblf'm solved 
in Step 2 is invariant against mp + mr and is less than the dimension n and that the 
average size is much lower than the maximum size since most of the subproblem are 
of size 1 or 2. 

(B) We see from Fig 4.3 that the average level where the proposed algorithm calls itself 
re cursively is invariant against mp + mr and it is almost half the dimension 11 = 10. 

(C) In Fig 4.4,4.5 and 4.6 we have three regression lines O.609(mp + m r )1.270, O.OOll(mp + 
m r )1.274 and 0.864(mp+mr)1.l98 for type 1,2 and 3, respectively. Especially O.609(mp+ 
m r )1.270 grows more slowly than the worst case analysis in Theorem 3.13. 

\Ne cannot measure the overhead time the algorithm needs to provide Nr(C(P) + 
Cone(R)). If the recursive call requires heavy overhead, we could save it by applying Wolfe's 
algorithm [11] instead of the subprocedure NI of the implemented version N p with (l.l.a), 
(LLb), (1.1.c), (2.a) and (2.b). To make the proposed algorithm more efficient various 
suggestions and further exper'lments should be needed. This task is beyond the aim of this 
paper, so we leave it for future research. 

5. Concluding Remarks 
Let us consider the minimum norm point problem in a polyhedral cone, 

(5.1 ) min{ II;r1121 {wo} + Cone(R) }. 

Problem (5.1) is a special case of Problem (1.1). However, it is interesting that Problem (5.1) 
is rewritten as min{ 11:1' + wol1 2 1 x E Cone(R)} and this problem is reduced to a linear 
complementarity problem [6]. We can simplify the recursive algorithm .Alp for Problem (5.1) 
as follows. 

Algorithm Nc( R) 

Step 0 : If min{ w6r 1 rE R} 2 0, then x := Wo and stop. 

Step 1 : Call NI (R) and Zo :== Nr(C(R)). 
Ao := max{ A 1 {(I - A)Zo + AwoYr 2 0 for every r ER}. 
Xo:= w + ((1- Ao) /Ao) Zo and k:= 1. 

Step 2 : If xLlwo 2 Ilxk_1112, then x:= Xk-l and stop. 
Rk := {I' IrE R and xLII' = O}. 

Step 3 : Call Nc(Rk) and Yk := Nr ({ wo} + Cone (Rk))' 

Step 4 : i3k := min{ ytr IrE R \ R k }. 
If 0 ::::; i3b then x := .lJk and stop. 

Step 5 : Ak := max{ A I {(I - A)Xk_l + Aydtr 2 0 for every I' ER \ R k }. 
Xk := (1 - Ak)Xk-l + AkYk, k := k + 1 and go to Step 2. 

The given point Wo itself serves as the initial point in the algorithm Ne. So we need 
not examine the optimality condition (2.1) with the set P and :c replaced by {wo} and the 
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kth iterate Xk-l' respectively. In exactly the same way as Section 3 we obtain the similar 
lemmas and finite convergence of Ne. So we omit the proof. 

It is well known, e.g., [2], that the problem of finding a nearest pair of points in two 
polytopes is reduced to the minimum norm poi:r:Lt problem. Let Q be a set of finitely many 
points of En. It is seen that the minimum distance problem min { 11 .r - y 11 I x E C( P). y E 

C(Q) + Cone(R) } is equivalent to min{ 11 z 11 I z E C(P - Q) + Cone(-R) }, where 
-R = { -r IrE R }. Thus we can solve the minimnm distance problem by the algorithm 
Np . 
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